Figure S1. Pattern of variation in diversity and velocity metrics across North America: a) elevational diversity, b) heat load index diversity, c)
current climatic diversity, d) ecotypic diversity, e) land facet diversity, and f) backward climatic velocity.
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Figure S2. Maps of ecoregions (n=182) and climate zones (n=495) used in the analysis.
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Figure S3. Correlation between the 6 diversity and velocity metrics at contrasting spatial resolutions and
window extents.
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Figure S4. Correlation among each of 6 diversity and velocity metrics when measured at contrasting spatial
resolutions and window extents.
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Figure S5. Correlation of climatic velocities for North America from current (1981-2010) to future (2071-2100),
for 2 emissions pathways (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5), based on 8 representative CMIP5 AOGCMS: CCSM4,
CNRM-CM5, CanESM2, GFDL-CM3, HadGEM2-ES, INM-CM4, IPSL-CM5A-MR, and MPI-ESM-LR.
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Figure S6. Correlation of climatic velocities for North America based on an ensemble of 15 representative
AOGCMs, from current (1981-2010) to near future (2041-2070 (“2050s”)) and distant future (2071-2100
(“2080s”), for 2 emissions pathways (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5).
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Figure S7. Correlation of elevational diversity and backward climatic velocity in North America. The velocity
data were successively censored at the series of thresholds shown on the x-axis in order to evaluate whether
correlation differed between low velocity areas and the full dataset. The legend shows the resolution and
window extent of the diversity variable.
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Figure S8. Results of commonality analysis of a regression model of climatic velocity on 5 diversity metrics, for the (a) full North American dataset
and (b) areas with velocity of <=2.25km/yr.
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Figure S9. Conservation priority ranking for North America based on single-objective Zonation solutions for: a) elevational diversity, b) heat load
index diversity, c) current climatic diversity, d) ecotypic diversity, e) land facet diversity, and f) backward climatic velocity.
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Figure S10. Cross-correlation of the rank priorities produced by the Zonation scenarios 1-7 (see Table 1).
Scenarios 1-6 are based on single-objective solutions for each of 6 diversity and velocity metrics, and scenario 7
is a multi-objective solution.
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Figure S11. Cross-correlation of the rank priorities produced by the Zonation multi-objective scenarios 8-11
(see Table 1).
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Figure S12. Mean rank of areas within (green) or outside of (tan) the current North American protected area
system, as calculated under the 11 Zonation scenarios listed in Table 1.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION S1 TEXT.
Expanded Materials and Methods
Comparison of spatial and temporal metrics
Before assessing the spatial concordance between priority areas identified by alternative
metrics, we first evaluated the correlation between the metrics themselves. We developed and
compared six metrics (elevational diversity, heat load index (HLI) diversity, current climatic
diversity, ecotypic diversity, land facet diversity, and backward climatic velocity; Figs. 1 and S1,
Table S2) that have been proposed as tools for assessing landscape-level adaptive capacity and
vulnerability.
We derived the metrics across an extent encompassing North America (excluding areas
south of Mexico)(Fig. S1), in order to draw more comprehensive and generalizable conclusions
by comparing metrics across a diverse set of ecoregions that vary widely in their topographic and
climatic attributes. We sought to evaluate how the ability of simpler metrics to serve as
surrogates for more complex metrics varied across scales. To support this evaluation, the 6
diversity metrics were derived at three resolutions (1, 3, and 9 km) and three window widths
(3km, 9km, and 27km). Climatic velocity, which lacks a window extent parameter, was
developed at four resolutions (1, 3, 9, and 27 km).
The diversity metrics are examples of neighborhood or “moving window” metrics based
on summary statistics derived from the set of cells within the spatial neighborhood of each focal
cell. In contrast, the velocity metric is based on a nearest-neighbor function which searches over
the entire extent of the data to identify the most spatially-proximate cell that “matches” the focal
cell based on the attribute of interest (Carroll et al., 2015, Hamann et al., 2015). Diversity
metrics based on larger grain or neighborhood window extents were more analogous to velocity

in this respect. We therefore primarily compared velocity against diversity metrics with the
largest window extent but with a resolution that matched that of the highest-resolution velocity
metric.
Topography-based metrics: elevational and heat load index (HLI) diversity
Elevation data for North America used in this study were assembled from SRTM v4.1
(http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/index.asp) below 60 degrees N latitude, and ASTER GDEM v2
(https://asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/gdem.asp) above 60 degrees N. Data were resampled to 100m
resolution from original resolution of 1 arc-second (~30m) (ASTER) to 3 arc-second (~90m)
(SRTM).
We also converted elevation data to heat load index (HLI; McCune and Keon (2002)).
HLI, a metric based on slope, aspect and latitude, is an estimate of the potential annual direct
incident radiation at a site. Because it incorporates the effects of slope and aspect on insolation,
HLI may is related to microclimatic diversity in a different manner than is elevation. We
modified the index of McCune and Keon (2002) to remove the effect of latitude, because in the
original metric, latitude dominates over transformed aspect and slope at the scales of interest.
One challenge with developing aspect data at a continental extent is that in commonly
used projections, mapped north does not represent true north except along the central meridian.
This distortion will be of greater importance in a continent-wide dataset than it would be in a
regional dataset whose projection could be optimized for a smaller region. We addressed this by
deriving aspect in a projection that maintains true north and reprojecting back into Lambert
Azimuthal Equal Area projection.
We derived elevational and heat load diversity values using a form of Rao’s quadratic
entropy, by measuring the mean Euclidean environmental distance (e.g., elevation or HLI)

between all pairs of pixels within a spatial neighborhood defined by the moving window of the
specified extent (3, 9, or 27 km)(Ackerly et al., 2010, Rao, 1982).
Current climatic diversity
The HLI diversity metric described above effectively assumes that heterogeneous
topography will result in heterogeneous climates. Alternately, one can directly assess the level of
modeled climatic heterogeneity within a spatial neighborhood under current climatic conditions.
We calculated a current climatic diversity metric using modeled estimates of current (1981-2010)
monthly temperature and precipitation at 1km resolution as derived by the ClimateNA software
(Wang et al., 2016). ClimateNA current climate data is in turn based on data developed by the
PRISM project, which used regression to interpolate weather station data based on location,
elevation, coastal proximity, topographic facet orientation, vertical atmospheric layer,
topographic position, and orographic effectiveness of the terrain (Daly et al., 2008). We
developed 11 secondary bioclimatic variables that were more directly related to ecological
factors (Table S3) from the monthly temperature and precipitation data (Wang et al., 2012).
We used principal components analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the 11 climate
variables, which reduced collinearity and increase computational feasibility in subsequent stages
of the analysis. Our diversity metric (Rao’s quadratic entropy, as described above) was based on
multivariate Euclidean climate distance using the first 4 PCA axes, which described 97.2% of
total variance. By using multivariate Euclidean distance based on PCA output, we approximated
a multivariate Mahalanobis distance performed on the full set of 11 variables.
Land facet diversity
We also assessed environmental diversity based on categorical variables which had been
used to classify the landscape into distinct units. Landscape units derived from topographic and

soil or geologic data have been termed “land facets” (Beier & Brost, 2010). We developed a
dataset categorizing the North American continent into land facets at 100 m resolution and
generalized it to the 1, 3, and 9 km resolutions. Land facet classes were derived from categorical
variables representing elevation and HLI (as described above), as well as landform and soil order
Elevation classification was based on a review of vegetation life zones (alpine, subalpine,
montane, and foothills) in mountainous areas of North America. Data were most readily
available for zones in the Western US. At least five regions were used to estimate elevations for
each life zone. For regions north of the Tropic of Cancer, elevation was adjusted by latitude by
adding ~1.14 meters for every 1-kilometer north of the tropics (23°N) (Colwell et al., 2008). We
based the adjusted-elevation categories on the mean of the adjusted breaks for each life zone.
However, while these breaks resolved elevation classes in mountainous western North America,
the remainder of North America was essentially binned into the lowest (for the eastern and
southern portions of North America) and the highest (for Alaska and much of the Arctic) bins.
Therefore, we divided these bins (the lowest and the highest) into additional categories. Lower
boundaries of the classes were set at the following values for adjusted elevation: 0, 200, 800,
1500, 2800, 3900, 4500, 5000, 6000, and 7000m.
Landforms were classified using a combination of Topographic Position Index (TPI) and
slope based on the approach outlined in Jenness (2006). TPI is defined as the difference between
the elevation of the focal cell and the mean elevation of the surrounding cells within a defined
“neighborhood.” We created two TPI layers, one with a 2-kilometer moving window to identify
large-scale regional topographic features such as mountains and valley canyons and another with
a smaller 500-meter moving window to identify small-scale features such as headwaters, hilltops,

and local ridges and valleys. We used a slope layer to distinguish between flat (< 2°), gentle (>
2° and < 5°) and steep slopes (> 5°) (Table 3).
The HLI raster was divided into three categories: warm, neutral and cool. All cells
defined as “Plains” in the landform category were by default classified as “neutral.” Remaining
cells were classed into warm, neutral and cool depending on their HLI values. HLI values less
than or equal to 0.223 were classed as “cool,” greater than 0.223 and less than or equal to 0.24
were “neutral,” and greater than 0.24 were “warm.” The break values were based roughly on the
33rd and 66th percentiles of HLI values for two relatively flat ecoregions, the Willamette Valley
and the Columbia Plateau.
We used the harmonized world soils dataset, which has a roughly 1-kilometer (30 arcsecond) resolution and used soil orders to classify soil types. There are 38 soil orders. We were
not able to use higher resolution soils data (e.g., STATSGO soils data for the US) because soil
classes needed to be cross-walked across North America.
Once the continuous variables were categorized into discrete classes, the different
categorical variables were combined into a composite land facet type. First, landform and HLI
classes were combined into a composite type. The resulting raster was combined with elevation
and soil type using the following system: Facet ID Values = ((Landform + HLI +
Elevation)*100 + Soil Order) to create a land facet type dataset. Because the global soil type
dataset is of much lower resolution than is the DEM, we also created a topofacet type layer
derived from HLI, landform, and elevation, and compared the diversity raster derived from the
topofacet data with one derived from the land facet data. The two diversity rasters were highly
correlated (ρ = 0.91).

Further details and the land facet data itself can be found at the following page:
http://adaptwest.databasin.org/pages/adaptwest-landfacets.
Ecotypic diversity
As an alternative classification system, we used ecological land units (ELUs), which
Sayre et al. (2014) derived from growing degree days, an aridity index, landform, lithology, and
land-cover type. We derived land facet and ecotypic diversity using the Gini-Simpson diversity
index (Jost, 2006). Comparison of land facet and ecotype diversity provides information on how
diversity-based priorities differ when derived from two systems of land-type classification, one
based purely on physical features and a second that also incorporates climate and land-cover
data.
Climatic velocity
The velocity of climate change was proposed by Loarie et al. (2009) as a metric which
estimates the speed at which species must migrate over the surface of the earth to maintain
constant climate conditions. The measure as originally proposed is derived by dividing the
temporal rate of projected climate change by the rate of climate variability across a spatial
neighborhood. Spatial variability, which forms the denominator of the metric, is analogous to the
current climate diversity metric described above. However, because the method of Loarie et al.
(2009) only considers spatial variability within the immediate neighborhood of a location, it is an
imperfect surrogate for the actual velocity required to maintain similar climatic conditions. The
rate of migration necessary to maintain constant climate conditions may be underestimated in
alpine and arctic regions if velocity vectors point toward climatic cul-de-sacs, e.g. by pointing
beyond mountain tops or polar edges of continents (Diffenbaugh & Field, 2013). Secondly,
velocity may approach infinity in flat areas, even if similar future climates are found just beyond

the focal neighborhood. Here we used an alternative velocity algorithm that extends the search
for climate refugia across the entire analysis area to directly estimate the distance between a
location and the nearest location with similar climate in the future (Hamann et al., 2015).
Projections of future climate (monthly mean temperature and precipitation) were derived
from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) database which includes General
Circulation Models (GCM) corresponding to the 5th IPCC Assessment Report (Wang et al.,
2016). Future projected temperature and precipitation were calculated as anomalies from the
current (1981–2100) reference period to the future 2071-2100 period (hereafter “2080s”), based
on an ensemble mean of 15 representative CMIP5 AOGCMs. Anomaly grids were downscaled
via local regression and the difference was added to the baseline climate normal data to arrive at
the final climate surface (Wang et al., 2016).
We used climate data based on the first 2 axes of a principal components analysis of 11
climate variables as described above. We used equally spaced intervals of 0.25 PCA units to
divide current and future climate space into multivariate bins. The degree of similarity which
constitutes an analogous climate type (i.e., the width of the climate bins) is a key parameter in
our approach. A bin width of 0.25 PCA units provided a balance between loss of information due
to excessively broad bins versus domination of the results by disappearing or no-analogue
climates due to excessively narrow bins.
For each unique climate type (bin), we identified cells (sites or pixels) within that type
under both current and projected climates. Then, we used fast approximate-nearest-neighbor
algorithms (using the R package yaImpute (Crookston & Finley, 2008)) to identify, for each
future cell, the nearest cell of the same type under current climates. This metric, termed
backward climatic velocity, represents the distance and rate at which organisms adapted to a

site’s future climate will need to move to reach that site. As such, it represents a measure of a
site’s ability to serve as a refugium (Carroll et al., 2015). In contrast, the more typically
encountered climatic velocity metric, forward velocity, is more relevant to measuring threats to
organisms themselves, as it represents the rate at which an organism currently at a site must
move to find future suitable climate. For use in identifying networks of conservation priority
areas (as described below), we used the negative logarithm of velocity to create a metric
comparable to the diversity metrics, in that higher values identified areas with higher refugia
potential.
Cells for which no match can be found in the other time period represent cells which have
velocities that extend beyond the analysis region. These areas were assigned a high velocity
value (100 km/yr) that was greater than the maximum value shown in the results. Disappearing
or no-analogue climates can also arise as an artifact of the arbitrary boundaries between climate
bins. We incrementally offset bin boundaries over 100 replicated velocity calculations and
averaged the results to eliminate this effect.
Testing correlation and concordance between metrics
We tested correlation and concordance between metrics using several methods. Firstly,
we calculated the Spearman correlation coefficients between the six metrics, which had been
calculated across a range of resolutions and analysis windows. Secondly, we divided the range of
velocity values into quantiles, and evaluated whether the correlation between diversity and
velocity varied between low and high velocity areas. We used generalized additive models
(GAM) to evaluate how the six metrics varied in respect to elevation and slope.
We created linear regression models with climatic velocity as the dependent variable and
the diversity metrics as independent variables. We then performed commonality analysis (Ray-

Mukherjee et al., 2014) on the linear regression models to evaluate the unique and shared
contributions of each of the diversity metrics to explaining patterns of velocity.
We also tested the correlation between velocities derived from different AOGCMs and
emissions pathways (RCP), in order to evaluate the degree of uncertainty originating from these
factors. For this subset of analyses, we also compared the distant future (2071-2100, or “2080s”)
projections used throughout the study with near future (2041-2070, or “2050s”) projections.
Identification of priority area networks using the Zonation software
The degree of correlation between environmental diversity and velocity metrics provides
important information but does not directly translate to applications where networks of priority
areas (here termed “solutions”) are selected based on systematic conservation planning principles
(Margules & Pressey, 2000). Therefore, we also compared and contrasted alternative solutions
based on the values of single or multiple aggregate metrics (e.g., diversity, velocity). This is
similar to prioritizing areas of high species richness without concern for the identity of the
particular species contained in those areas. We also used the principles of complementarity to
representative solutions designed not only to protect refugia but also to ensure that such refugia
are well-distributed throughout all landscape classes. This resulted in 4 categories of scenarios
based respectively on a) spatial aggregate metrics (areas of high environmental diversity); b)
representation of spatial conservation targets (areas of high environmental diversity across
physical habitat types); c) temporal aggregate metrics (areas of low climatic velocity), d)
representation of temporally evaluated targets (areas of low climatic velocity across climate
types)(Tables 1 and S4).
We identified solutions using the Zonation software (Moilanen, 2007, Moilanen et al.,
2005). Zonation produces a hierarchical ranking of conservation priorities over the entire

landscape, based on principles of complementarity. We used Zonation’s core-area-based
prioritization option, which emphasizes solutions that collectively include high-quality locations
for all conservation features. Core-area Zonation is most appropriate when, as here, the goal is to
protect all conservation targets rather than assume tradeoffs between targets (Moilanen, 2007).
Core-area Zonation minimizes loss of conservation value based on local occurrence levels of
features, the amount of the feature distribution remaining, and past distributional loss (Kremen et
al., 2008, Moilanen, 2007). The mathematical details and principles of core-area Zonation are
described in Moilanen et al. (2005) and Moilanen (2007), Moilanen et al. 2014); illustrative
regional-scale examples of the use of core-area Zonation include Leathwick et al. (2008) and
Kremen et al. (2008). Due to the continental analysis extent, all Zonation runs used a resolution
of 3km2 for computational feasibility.
We developed four types of solutions (numbered as Groups 1-4 in Table 1) which sought
respectively to: 1) maximize the total value within the solution of a single diversity or velocitybased metric (e.g., protect potential areas of highest elevational diversity or low velocity); 2)
simultaneously capture high value areas based on several diversity or velocity metrics; 3) ensure
well-distributed solutions which maximized diversity or velocity within all landscape types
(climatic and/or land facet types); and 4) maximize areas of high diversity or velocity (potential
macrorefugia) within all landscape types, while also prioritizing potential microrefugia, i.e. areas
with high topographic diversity below the grain of the solution.
Ecoregions as strata and climatic regions as representation targets
For all solutions, results represented priorities derived at the ecoregion level. Although
the extent of the overall analysis was the North American continent, conservation planning
processes rarely focus on such a large area. Ecoregions are widely-agreed on and ecologically-

relevant units, and represent an extent across which conservation planning processes commonly
occur (Olson et al., 2001). We opted to stratify representation targets by ecoregion (n=182; Fig.
S2a) in order to approximate the typical extent of planning processes and allow us to evaluate
how the pattern of contrasts between alternative solutions varied by ecoregion. We characterized
this pattern of contrasts based on each ecoregion’s mean and standard deviation of elevation,
latitude, annual temperature, annual precipitation, and continentality (expressed as the difference
between mean temperature of coldest and warmest month).
For a subset of solutions, we used climatic regions as a representation target. The climatic
regions were delineated using a maximum-likelihood-based unsupervised classification of North
America into 495 regions based on the first four principal components of a PCA based on 11
bioclimatic variables (Table S3) under current climate (Fig. S2b). Representation by climatic
region distributed low velocity priority areas (potential macrorefugia) throughout current
climatic space, with the goal of conserving biota adapted to all current climates. For solutions
that combined representation of climate types (n=495) and land facet types (n=557), we
weighted land facet types 11% less to achieve equal emphasis on climate and land facet goals.
Comparison of priority area solutions
We compared Zonation solutions (Fig. S12) based on 2 metrics. We evaluated the
similarity between solutions by measuring the cross-correlation coefficient (Goodchild, 1986)
between rasters representing the rank (priority) assigned in the Zonation results to each pixel of
the landscape. Areas with highest rank would be retained longest as a successively smaller
proportion of the landscape was retained within a notional protected area system. Secondly, we
used the Species Accumulation Index (SAI, Rodrigues and Brooks (2007)) to compare the
amount of a feature captured in solutions focused on the feature itself with the amount captured

in solutions based on alternate features (surrogates) or multiple features. SAI is calculated from
the ratio (S-R)/(O-R), with S being the amount of a metric captured within the surrogate-based
solution, O being the optimum value captured in the single-objective solution, and R being the
mean value captured in a randomly selected solution (Beier et al., 2015). SAI ranges from
negative infinity to 1, with negative SAI corresponding to a worse than random result, 0
indicating random performance, and positive SAI representing a measure of effectiveness (Beier
& de Albuquerque, 2015).
We also created linear regression models to evaluate the ability of ecoregion-level
characteristics (elevation, latitude, temperature, precipitation, and continentality) to explain the
cross-correlation between the landscape rankings produced by alternate solutions. Lastly, we
evaluated the performance of the current system of protected areas in North America (IUCN
categories 1-7; C.E.C. (2010)) in representing areas prioritized in the Zonation solutions by
measuring the mean rank of pixels within and outside of the current protected area system.
We evaluated the performance of the current system of protected areas in North America
(IUCN categories 1-6, (CEC 2010)) in representing areas prioritized in the Zonation solutions by
measuring the mean rank of pixels within and outside of the current protected area system.
Zonation also includes options to constrain solutions to account for current land use and
management, e.g., by forcing inclusion of existing protected areas and exclusion of urban and
agricultural lands. We opted to use unconstrained solutions because we sought to assess
underlying relationships between metrics rather than actually delineate a proposed system of
reserves.
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Table S1. Classification of metrics used in previous reviews and applications focused on climate adaptation planning. Items in
bold indicate metrics used as representation goals.
Reference

Spatial metric

Spatiotemporal metric
Historical

Future

Representation of geophysical
types
Areas of habitat connectivity
Topodiverse refugia
Representation of physical
habitat types

Climatic refugia

Climatic refugia

Representation of physical
habitat types
Current patterns of
biodiversity
Key areas for ecological
processes
Areas of ecological connectivity

Climatic refugia

Conceptual reviews
Groves et al.
(2012)
Tingley et al.
(2014)
Schmitz et al.
(2015)

Applications
Game et al.
(2011)
Ashcroft et al.
(2012)
Reside et al.
(2014)

Environmental heterogeneity
(90m)
Representation of geophysical
habitat types (90m-4km)
Coldest/warmest areas (25m)
Isolation from the matrix

Sites with low climatic velocity

Future patterns of biodiversity

Low dissimilarity between current
and future environmental space
(4km)
Climatic stability (25m)

Stable vegetative productivity
during drought (250m)

Climatic refugia (250m)
Projected species refugia (1km)
Areas of connectivity between
current and future refugia (250m)

Table S2. Data sets used in this study.
Dataset

Used in

Reference

Elevation

Elevational diversity, HLI diversity, land facet diversity

ASTER 2009, Farr et al. 2007

Soil order

Land facet diversity

Nachtergaele et al. 2008

Ecotypes

Ecotypic diversity

Sayre et al. 2014

Current climate normals

Current climate diversity, climatic velocity

Daly et al. 2008, Wang et al. 2016

Future climate projections

Climatic velocity

Wang et al. 2016

Ecoregions

Zonation solutions

CEC 1997

Protected areas

Assessment of Zonation solutions

CEC 2010

Table S3. List of 11 bioclimatic variables used in this study.
MAT: mean annual temperature (°C)
MWMT: mean temperature of the warmest month (°C)
MCMT: mean temperature of the coldest month (°C)
TD: difference between MCMT and MWMT, as a measure of continentality (°C)
MAP: mean annual precipitation (mm, log transformed)
MSP: mean summer (May to Sep) precipitation (mm, log transformed)
MWP: mean winter (Oct to April) precipitation (mm, log transformed)
DD5: degree-days above 5°C (°C * days, square-root transformed)
NFFD: the number of frost-free days (days)
EREF: Hargreave's reference evaporation (mm)
CMD: Hargreave's climatic moisture index (mm, log transformed)

Table S4. Aggregate metrics and their analogous representation units.
Aggregate metric

Representation unit

Spatiotemporal Fine-filter

Topodiversity

Topofacets

No

No

Ecotypic diversity

Ecotypes

No

No

Land facet diversity

Land facets

No

No

Current climate div. Climate types

No

No

Climate velocity

Low velocity areas for each climate type

Yes

No

Biotic velocity

Refugia (low velocity areas) for individual spp.

Yes

Yes

